Farpley, John  
Stafford Co.  
Survey 6 Nov 1724  
3,180 acres  
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A is the Beginning Tree
B is a large white oak by a branch of Cober Run
C is a large white oak on a small mountain on Elk Tide
D is a large stone in Rob. Carter's line
E is Kebler Run
F is South Run of Broadin
G is Branch of Cober Run

Survey by Virtue of a warrant from 3 properties of 3180 acres of Land and sixty per for Col. John Farley Situate in Stafford County and on a branch of Occquan Beginning at a Hododo Marked RC Corner to a tract of Land Belonging to Rob. Carter S 1/2

and running from thence 125 per. entering several branches of Cober Run 890 per to a large white oak by a branch of Cober Run thence W 1/2 E 674 per to a white oak on the side of a small mountain thence S 43° E 890 per to a stone in a line of Marked trees Belonging to Rob. Carter thence along line S 43° E 874 per to E Place where it first began Surveyed the 5h Day of November 1724

J. B. Barber
Sur.; Richmond County